
404 Error Page Ideas
404 error page is easy to create nowadays while using modern graphic and web design tools
and apps such as Adobe Illustrator, and Adobe Photoshop. Brainstorm clever concepts and
ideas when designing a custom 404 error page for a certain brand, business, company,
organization, or product.

404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
Be inspired by the diverse 404 error pages that exist around the internet. From classic, and
creative to minimalist and unique brands and businesses out there, they add their own brand
identity, color, and style to their websites and online content. Explore different 404 error page
ideas and examples so that you can craft a visually aesthetic 404 error page for your website.

Maintenance 404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
If your website is currently under maintenance, a maintenance 404 error page template can
guide your visitors to go back to the homepage. Or tell them to explore other informative links or
popular posts related to the content they want to see. Add big texts and bold colors to the error
page so that you can get the attention of your audience and encourage them to check other
content on your website.

https://www.template.net/editable/404-error-pages
https://www.template.net/editable/94724/404-maintenance-error-landing-page


404 Error Landing Page Ideas and Examples
A 404 error landing page is developed for webpages or websites that have broken or empty
links. Include a simple yet witty explanation of why the page is not found. Insert a cute and
colorful graphic or vector illustration associated with your brand and style on the error page.

404 Concept Error Page Ideas and Examples
Create a 404 concept error page for your webpage or website according to the main concept of
your brand, business, product, or service. Include some clip art or vector graphics depicting the
page not found situation, along with your branding and visuals. Write an apology to your visitors
that the page does not exist anymore and inform them to head over to your homepage or
recheck if they typed the appropriate URL or web address.

https://www.template.net/editable/94590/404-error-landing-page
https://www.template.net/editable/95453/404-concept-error-page


404 Error Page Design Ideas and Examples
Develop a beautiful 404 error page design for your site. Draw or insert flat art or corporate art
style graphics that feature solid colors, geometric shapes, and cartoonish figures, expressing
the disappointment of being unable to look for the page. Attach a button with the link to the
homepage to assist your visitors to explore your website instead.

https://www.template.net/editable/94995/404-error-page-design


404 Error Branding Page Ideas and Examples
Do you want to showcase your branding on your 404 error page? A professionally designed 404
error branding page is an error page that you can use to show off the branding of a business,
company, or organization. Add a flat, geometrical art of your brand, tell your viewers in a comical
way that the page can’t be found, and assure them that they can always contact you by linking
your contact page there.

Disney 404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
Disney is a popular brand known for its fantasy themes, and incredible and touching storytelling
using captivating animations and characters. A Disney 404 error page contains a castle in the
sky image that reflects the essence of their brand. Incorporate a whimsical vibe to your error
page if you are managing a fairytale-themed website.

https://www.template.net/editable/94587/404-error-branding-page-template
https://www.template.net/editable/94587/404-error-branding-page-template
https://www.template.net/editable/94993/disney-404-error-page


Web 404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
Make a clever UI and UX design for your web 404 error page. Use eye-catching colors and
graphics to motivate your audience to chat with your management despite not seeing the page
they are looking for. Share an optimistic message or quote to uplift your web visitors, turning
negative events into positive experiences.

https://www.template.net/editable/94994/404-web-page-error


Fashion 404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
Do you have a new fashion e-commerce website? Use a chic and sophisticated fashion 404
error page for your elegant and modern online fashion shop. Insert a flat art graphic illustration
connected to your fashion brand and style and help the user to double-check if they have the
right URL or direct them to your online store homepage instead.

Mobile 404 Error Page Ideas and Examples
Construct a compelling mobile 404 error page for websites that can be accessed and viewed on
various mobile devices such as android smartphones and iPhones. Draw or add a minimalist
graphic and write the error message and the possible causes of why the requested page is not
available. Guide your visitors back to your homepage so that they can search for what they
need there.

https://www.template.net/editable/95820/fashion-404-error-page
https://www.template.net/editable/95820/fashion-404-error-page
https://www.template.net/editable/95455/free-mobile-404-error-page




FAQs

What triggers a 404 error?
A website issue, moved or deleted webpage, or mistyped URL may trigger a 404 error.

Where does Error 404 come from?
Error 404 comes from the name of a room at CERN where few scientists were working on the
World Wide Web in 1980 to develop a database infrastructure offering open access to data in
different formats and web inventor Tim Berners-Lee defined the codes starting with 4 as errors,
including Error 404.

What is a 404 error in API?
A 404 error in API indicates that it can’t map the URL of the client to a resource but the link can
be available in the future.

What are the two main causes of the 404 error message?
The two main causes of the 404 error message are when the webpage was transferred or
deleted and the wrong URL.

Why is Error 404 so common?
Error 404 is so common because some websites may possibly have pages that don’t exist, have
been moved, or have broken links.

What are 404 pages used for?
404 pages are used to let visitors know that they land on a faulty URL and to offer them a few
options where to go like returning to the homepage or visiting other related posts.

Can a 404 error code occur in any web browser?
A 404 error code can occur in any web browser.

What does a 404 page look like?
A 404 page looks like a web page displaying a clear and concise statement that the page the
user requested is not available, simple advice for the users on how they can correct the error,
the main header and footer navigations, and essential links to major sections of the website.

Why is it important to remove 404 errors?
It is important to remove 404 errors because it is bad for the user experience of the visitors and
the SEO of the website.




